[Spectral characteristics of EEG during formation a set to illusory length perception (Müller-Lyer illusion)].
A cognitive set to illusory perception of linear relationships was formed in 56 young healthy subjects. After 10 presentations of Müller-Lyer figures, 39 subjects formed the stable set. In 17 subjects the unstable set was formed. The spectral power of the EEG led from different cortical areas was studied at different stages of set formation. Analysis of variance showed that the factors "set stage" and "group" x "set stage" x "hemisphere" exert significant influence on the EEG spectral power in the delta range in the frontal area. In the subjects with stable set, the power of this spectral component increased at the stages of set formation and actualization and returned to its initial values during set extinction. The between-group difference was more expressed in the left hemisphere. In subjects, which formed the stable set, the power of the occipitotemporal alpha rhythm in the reference state was higher than in subjects with the unstable set. In the process of set formation, the dynamics of the alpha spectral component (8-10 Hz) was more expressed in the stable group: its power increased to a greater extent at the stages of set actualization and extinction. In both groups, there were no significant changes in the alpha2 power over the course of the experiment.